THE  APPROACH TO   MODERN  TIMES
movement, Ronsard, and the small group of enthusiasts united
under the name of the Pleiade made a vigorous attempt to enrich
the French language with new words, either Greek, Latin, or
composite, and to find metres and rhythms for poetry copied from
antique forms. Their success was great but shordived, and the
poems of Ronsard that have lived are those in which he expresses
some personal feeling simply, without decking it in any antique
trappings.
The French tradition was strong enough to withstand the imi-
tation of Italy and the antique. The most living works, and the
only ones that have survived, were those which combined with
their antique forms the spirit of French tradition. To this class
belong the light poetry of Marot, a court poet, and, above all,
the satirical romance of Rabelais, in which the erudition of a
humanist is strangely blended with the substance of the popular
tale and the coarse buffoonery of the farce handed down from
French tradition. Another manifestation of French tradition is
to be found in the formless mass of reading and reflections brought
together by Montaigne under the title of Essais (Essays), thus
creating a new literary type, which was to be brought to perfec-
tion in England. The traditional French literary forms outlasted
the Renaissance, however, reappearing in the seventeenth century
in the farce, the love romance, the song, and the animal fable.
The power of original creation was carried on through the six-
teenth century in music. This was the period of great French
religious music, when a full, clear type of melody was already
beginning to appear, lending the popular song a charm which
was to animate it for two centuries.
5EFFECTS   OF   THE   RENAISSANCE
The effect of the Renaissance upon French society was merely
superficial and confined to a small and privileged stratum. It
introduced more flexible and regular forms of expression into
literature and the arts, making it possible to produce works of
greater perfection. This very perfection had as its result the
revolutionizing of the artistic and literary life of the nation. The
laity of the Middle Ages had formed a single type of public, for
all the differences of social rank did not prevent lay society from
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